
Perfect Squares 
A perfect square is a number that can be expressed as the product of two equal integers.  

Integer Squared Factors Perfect Square (Area) 
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Draw the perfect squares using the graph paper on the next page. 

9B 



  



Square Roots 
• The ______________________  __________________ of a number is a value that, when 

multiplied by itself, gives the number. 
 

            Example: √49  =  7 
 

• The opposite of  ______________________ a number is taking its 

_____________________________  __________________________. 
 

 Example: �√9�
2
 =  9 

Solve the following square root problems: 

1) √4 2) √36 

3) √16 4) √81 

5) √121   6) −√225 

7) −√49 8) �√25�
2
   

9) √196 10) √3612 

11) −�√1�
2
   12) −√144 

13) −√324 14) −�√400�
2
 

15) −√169 16) Challenge:    √−64 



 
 

* The square root of a number that is not a perfect square falls between two consecutive 
whole numbers.  

      Determine whether a number is a perfect square. 

1. Is the number 29 a perfect square?   

Is there a whole number which can be squared to equal 29?______________ 

Find the two consecutive whole numbers between which the 29  lies. 

2. The number 25 is the closest perfect square less than 29.  

What is 25 ? _______________ 

3. The number 36 is closest perfect square greater than 29.  

What is 36 ? _______________ 

4. 29  lies between 25  and 36 .  

What are the two consecutive whole number between which 29  lies? 

_______________________ 

 

* Find the two consecutive whole numbers between which the square root of a given number 
lies.  

1)  19    ________    __________ 2) 57       ________    __________ 

3)  48   ________    __________ 4) 99       ________    __________ 

5) 17     ________    __________ 6)  2          ________    __________ 

7)  87   ________    __________ 8)  8          ________    __________ 

9)  29   ________    __________ 10) 105   ________    __________ 

Step  
1 

Step  
2 

What if it is not a perfect square? 



 
 

Perfect Squares/Roots Homework 
Solve the following: 

1) √36 2) −√16 3) −�√43�
2
   

4) −√81 5) −�√150�
2
   6) √121 

7) −�√12�
2

   8) √2252 9) −√49 

 
Are the numbers below perfect squares? If yes, write the root. If no, write the two 
consecutive whole numbers it lies between. 

10) √46 11) √361 12) √34 

13) √14 14) √49   15) √20 

16) √45   17) √42 18) √91 

   
 

19) What is the opposite of squaring a number? 
 

20) Order from least to greatest.    
 82,  42,   √25,   −√49,   72     _______________________________ 


